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Creating a radio program

Community Broadcasting allows you a lot 

of creativity to experiment and create the 

radio programs and content that you want 

to.

A good radio program:

- Knows its mission

- Knows its audience

- Owns its topic

- Sets a tone

SYN operates two main program types:

Flagship program

A flagship program is a permanent fixture 

in the SYN program grid. It has a 

predetermined topic and audience in mind.

Seasonal program

A seasonal program can be a program 

about any topic that runs for a 10-12 week 

season. Can only run 2 seasons max.
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Know your mission

What do you want your program to 

achieve?

Example: The Science Show

“Our mission is to make young people 

more informed about science”

Know your audience

Who do you want your audience to be?

Example: The Naughty Rude Show

“Our audience is young people aged 12-25 

who are curious about sex and 

relationships, but who don’t know where 

to get advice or information from”

Owning your topic

Do your research.

You should know your topic back to front 

before you enter the studio. Your audience 

are relying on you to give them reliable 

information.

Example: The Video Game Hour

“I read gaming blogs each week to make 

sure I know all the latest releases and any 

big news in the video game industry”

Setting your tone

How do you want your audience to feel 

when they tune into your show?

Example: Panorama

“Panorama is a news and current affairs 

show. We want to be treated as serious 

journalists so the tone of our program is 

authoritative and professional”

Sustainability

Is your program sustainable? Can you 

possibly think of 10-12 weeks of content/

topics to talk about?

Map out and plan your topics over a 

season - if you don’t have enough to talk 

about consider broadening the scope of 

your program.

Show your passion

The best radio makers are passionate 

about their content. They care about what 

they are producing and why they are 

producing it. Your passion will shine 

through in your voice and in the quality of 

your content.
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Applying for a show or department on SYN

When you receive your membership number log in to:

http://members.syn.org.au

From this site you can:

- Apply for your own seasonal show

- Apply and find contact details for our flagship shows.

- Book a graveyard shift (2am-6am slots are open for any 

trained SYN member) or Catapult shift (Various)

- Find up to date contact details for SYN staff and key 

volunteers.

- Find lots of useful information and FAQ

Application tip:

Don’t apply for “The Matt 

and Davey Show” or “The 

Bec and Kate Show”

Be more original than that! 

General banter shows 

without a focus are 

frowned upon.
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